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According to our man on the ground at the Gartner BI Summit in The Hague, Netherlands, the Oracle strategies for
Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing, matched or led the direction analysts and industry speakers foresee in
the industry as a whole. Kevin Lancaster, part of Oracle's EMEA field organization for BI and Data Warehousing, sent
these notes from the event:
Praise for Oracle Exadata
Lancaster managed to squeeze into the well-attended session where Grant Salmon, the CEO of LGR
Telecommunications, spoke about his company’s experience with the HP Oracle Database Machine. Salmon began
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by talking about the impressive performance of his Oracle data warehouse before they began using the HP Oracle
Database Machine. The existing data warehouse of his largest customer loads nearly 3 billion rows per day and
serves over 1,500 concurrent users. Then Salmon talked about his company’s experience with that same data
warehouse using the HP Oracle Database Machine. He highlighted some very significant benefits; mentioning 30
times to 60 times performance improvements, and calling it easier to implement, easier to scale, and easier to buy.
And, Salmon added, there’s a single support number to call.
Salmon also told the Gartner BI Summit audience that, unlike other database appliances, the HP Oracle Exadata
Database Machine runs on Oracle, so it handles his customer's mixed workloads extremely well.
Gartner Notes the Rise of Linux
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Gartner presented a keynote that, among other things, discussed the ascendance of the Linux operating system;
showing a chart which attributed an annual market for Linux of $3.7 billion and showed Oracle on Linux with around
$2.9 billion -- an 85% market share and still growing!
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Lastly, though it might not be the MOST important measure of success, Oracle’s Ice Bar at the BI Summit was a hit,
with a mix of drinks available to attendees drifting over from Netezza’s smaller ice bar with its single drink offering.
Look out for Oracle at the Gartner BI Summit in North America, on March 9 – 11, and send us an update we can
share with our readers.
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